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What are expectations for teachers and/or grade levels at PTA meetings?  How can we have
better representation, voice and participation?  Karl will advertise the PTA meetings over email
so a reminder will be sent out beforehand so as to have better attendance.

We do have some money that we could help fulfill teacher wish lists on the Christmas tree and
we would like to know if purchasing items is preferred or would you like to get your own and do
like a Class Wallet sort of thing.

SchoolStore check was received on 12/14 for $1,293.39 profit.
November 1st Smith’s/Kroeger Community Rewards was collected
November 19th Popcorn Sales Fundraiser expenses:  $81.78, sales $657.00  for a net profit of
$575.22.  Thanks to all of you for your help.
December 9th was Movie Night, Polar Express  was shown. Thank you Mr. Johnson for the
help with your amazing audio/visual equipment.  We just about broke even on this event.

We will have a meeting in January to set up dates well ahead of time.  We would like to have
more input and involvement moving forward.  Some things that were discussed was a February
“Date Night” for families.  March Movie Night possibly showing “Ron’s Gone Wrong.”  A Panda
Express or Kneaders Night where a portion of their sales would be donated to Oregon Trail
Elementary School.  Maybe an April Kiwi Loco sale and ending with a Carnival Extravaganza!

We would like to start selling BoosterThon items at lunch time like the Kindness Club sold
Airheads.  We would like to advertise beforehand what we would be selling and from 11:00 to
about 12:40 twice a week we would sell $1.00 items and there would be some that may be a
little more.  Once this is coordinated we would like to advertise on announcements what would
be selling beforehand and hope this could be ran with some parent volunteers. Laurie Rice
would like to begin the sales as soon as possible and would appreciate student volunteers and
we will organize a schedule with parent volunteers.  This will help clean out the PTA closet and
raise money from something that we have already purchased.

We would love to hear your thoughts on what we could use these profits for.

Respectfully submitted by,
Karl Gaston
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